A plasma-kinetic model to properly describe the behavior of neutrons in the primordial plasma during the epoch of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) is formulated. For the first time, this model is applied to calculate the realistic energy distribution function of these neutrons and examine their main characteristics. The fact that the realistic neutron distribution departs from a conventional Maxwellian function is obtained; its high-energy tail is essentially enhanced by nonthermal neutrons produced in the Tðd; nÞ 4 He and Dðd; nÞ 3 He reactions. The fraction of these neutrons 0 n in the total neutron component is at a level of 10 À2 %-10 À3 %, while their effective temperature T 0 n reaches several MeV and exceeds the plasma temperature in the BBN epoch by about a factor of 10 2 . The nonthermal neutron influence on individual reactions is examined on the example of the threshold Dðn; 2nÞp, 7 Liðn; ntÞ 4 He, and 7 Beðn; n 3 HeÞ 4 He processes. We show that at plasma temperatures T 9 & 1:2 the nonthermal neutrons strongly maintain these reactions, increasing their rates by orders of magnitude as compared with the respective Maxwellian estimates. Note that the obtained phenomenon has a general nature. It may manifest in other nuclear systems and becomes a natural supplement of nonthermal effects triggered by dark matter decay, which has been extensively studied elsewhere. An important question remains-to what extent such fast particles may affect chain reaction kinetics in the plasma and change the predictions of standard BBN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) still remains the most reliable probe of processes in the early Universe. These processes are commonly described in the standard model of BBN (SBBN), the basic points of which were formulated in [1, 2] . A remarkable feature of this model is that SBBN initially operated with only one free parameter that was the baryon density B (or the baryon-to-photon ratio ¼ n =n B ) of the Universe. Furthermore, highly precise measurements of cosmic microwave background anisotropy by WMAP made an independent determination of B possible [3, 4] , and since that time SBBN has become a parameterfree theory. Probably, the most important consequence of this is that at present SBBN can serve as a unique tool to search for a signature of new physics, i.e., phenomena which cannot be understood in terms of conventional concepts. In this context we remind one that SBBN with the WMAP's baryon density gives reasonable predictions for the abundances of primordial D and 4 He in comparison with those inferred from observations, 1 but essentially overestimates the amount of primordial 7 Li by a factor of 3-4. In spite of many attempts to explain the 7 Li puzzle, this problem has not been resolved in SBBN yet and an updated picture does not look encouraging [6] . The phenomenon may in principle be considered as a candidate for new physics beyond the standard model that is widely discussed in the literature (see, e.g., [5, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , and references therein). To make it finally clear whether or not this fundamental cosmological conjecture is really valid, additional efforts are needed to further refine SBBN and improve the accuracy of its predictions. Such important work is currently in progress and, as an example, we note here a few issues to be focused on. These include an incorporation of some heretofore omitted processes [15] [16] [17] in the standard BBN reaction network [18, 19] , a search for new resonant modes of reactions between light(est) nuclei [20, 21] , an inclusion of independent neutrino distribution functions in BBN modeling [22] , an analysis of nuclear weak interaction rates [23] , examinations of specific effects in the plasma related to thermally excited nuclei [17] , electron screening [24] , etc. The point of particular importance for refined BBN modeling is the use of updated rate parameters hvi of main nuclear reactions. These major nuclear inputs can be found in several comprehensive compilations [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . These data were obtained using improved estimates of reaction cross sections and assuming the distribution functions of reacting particles to be Maxwellian. Thus, the standard BBN network operates with thermal reaction kinetics in the Maxwellian plasma.
There exists however an interesting issue relevant to suprathermal non-Maxwellian particles that are permanently present in the primordial plasma. These particles are generally produced due to two-primary and secondary-mechanisms. First of all, fast particles are straightforwardly generated in exoergic nuclear reactions and then remain in the plasma as suprathermal species until their thermalization is achieved. Besides, some fraction of bulk plasma particles can also be accelerated to suprathermal energies by recoil in close collisions between them and nonthermalized reaction products. As known, under certain conditions the fast products can transfer, in a single event, a large amount of energy. These two mechanisms increase the population of nonthermal particles, so the high-energy tails of particle distributions in the plasma can depart from a Maxwellian form. In other words, suprathermal particle groups appear in the plasma, and they trigger nonthermal reactions naturally supplementing thermal processes in the BBN epoch [31] . The rates of nonthermal reactions depend on the number densities n 0 of suprathermal particles and their effective temperatures T 0 being a measure of the particle average energy hE 0 i. The main characteristics of suprathermal particle groups were examined recently in [31] . That study demonstrated that slowing-down conditions for charged particles c (¼ p, t, 3 He, ) are not favorable to obtain an appreciable population of suprathermal c groups. Coulomb interaction with a large amount of thermal electrons and positrons rapidly slows the fast charged particles, so their partial fractions c ¼ n 0 c =n c in the respective c components are negligibly small. At maximum c ranges from 10 À13 (c ¼ p) to 10
À6
(c ¼ t). Therefore, although the fast particle temperatures T 0 c can be as high as 2 MeV (c ¼ p), the marginal amounts of these particles cannot provide a clear correction to the production of primordial D, 3 He, 4 He, and 7 Li [31] . A more interesting situation concerns nonthermal neutrons. These neutral particles do not undergo the dramatic energy loss due to Coulomb scattering, and the neutron thermalization time n;th proves to be larger by a few orders of magnitude than the thermalization times of charged particles c;th . This provides favorable conditions for the nonthermal neutron population to become comparatively high. It was clearly demonstrated that the most abundant nonthermal plasma species are neutrons, whose fraction 0 n ¼ n 0 n =n n in the total neutron component reaches 0.01% [31] . It is also interesting that at a Universe temperature of T 9 ' 0:9 the amount of nonthermal neutrons even becomes comparable with the total amount of primordial 3 He. Some remarkable properties of nonthermal neutronic reactions are also worth mentioning here. For example, at temperatures T 9 < 0:8 the Dðn; 2nÞ breakup induced by nonthermal neutrons is the key process that dominates over other possible reactions in the N þ D system (N ¼ n, p) (a similar conclusion is also valid for reactions in the N þ 7 Li system) [31] . Besides that, it was recently reported [32] that nonthermal neutrons can significantly change the relation between the forward d þ d ! n þ 3 He and reverse n þ 3 He ! d þ d reactions in the plasma due to a strong enhancement of the reverse process. All this makes neutrons interesting objects for the analysis of nonthermal effects in SBBN.
A possible influence of nonthermal neutrons on chain reaction kinetics in the primordial plasma is determined by the fast neutron number density n 0 n and effective temperature T 0 n . Some estimations of n 0 n formed due to D þ T and D þ D reaction-produced neutrons are available in the literature [16, 17] . However, the neutron temperature T 0 n has still not been examined and remains an unknown parameter. In order to evaluate it accurately, first one needs to obtain a realistic neutron distribution function in the BBN epoch. A model approach [17] was recently applied to describe an energy distribution of fast neutrons in the plasma. The author considered DT fusion neutrons and examined their slowing down due to elastic scattering off bulk protons.
Several nuclear reactions can generate energetic neutrons in the BBN epoch [19] . The rates of such processes between nuclei i and j with mass number A 7 (excluding rare 6 Li) are shown in Fig. 1 . These rates were defined in a conventional form as R ij ¼ ð1 þ ij Þ À1 n i n j hvi ij and obtained for the SBBN scenario with a WMAP's baryon-tophoton ratio ¼ 6:14 Â 10 À10 . The main objective of our work is to calculate the total neutron distribution function, having Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian components in the primordial plasma, within a realistic kinetic model and obtain its main characteristics. The model will consider two main neutron emitters (the D þ T and D þ D reactions) and allow for both downscattering (n fast þ slow particle ! n slow þ fast particle) and upscattering (n bulk þ fast particle ! n fast þ slow particle) events to obtain the realistic distribution. This distribution then will be used to demonstrate the impact of nonthermal neutrons on some reaction rates on the example of n-induced two-body breakups of loosely bound D, 7 Li, and 7 Be. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, mechanisms of fast neutron energy loss in the primordial plasma are analyzed. A plasma-kinetic model to properly describe the fast neutron component in the plasma during the BBN epoch is formulated in detail in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we calculate the realistic neutron distribution function, examine its characteristics, and also discuss the influence of nonthermal neutrons on the rates of some individual reactions. The main conclusions of our study are summarized in Sec. V.
II. FAST NEUTRON ENERGY LOSS
In this section, we consider mechanisms of energy loss of nonrelativistic neutrons in the primordial plasma and identify the most important of them. Main loss mechanisms will be incorporated in the kinetic model for fast neutron slowing down in the plasma described in the next section.
Nonrelativistic neutrons slow down in the plasma due to nuclear and electromagnetic scattering processes, such as (1) nuclear elastic scattering (NES) off ambient nucleons N and nuclei A ðn þ B ! n þ BÞ (B ¼ N, A); (2) magnetic-moment interaction (MMI) with background electrons e À and positrons e þ (n þ e AE ! n þ e AE ); (3) magnetic-moment coupling (MMC) to thermal photons (n þ ! n þ ).
Thus, the average energy loss rate of a fast neutron hdE n =dti is
where expressions for each loss term in Eq. (1) employed in our study are reduced in Table I . The calculated energy loss rates are compared in Fig. 2 . The solid curves show hdE n =dti NES , while the dashed and dotted curves present the rates hdE n =dti MMI and hdE n =dti MMC , respectively. These results are plotted for two different neutron energies E n ¼ 14:07 MeV and 2.45 MeV typical of DT and DD fusion neutrons. It is seen that when E n drops, all the energy loss rates decrease but their comparative contribution to the total loss rate hdE n =dti does not change. At high temperatures, the total energy loss is governed by NES and MMI mechanisms. However, as the Universe cools, the number density of e AE pairs rapidly decreases and accordingly the MMI contribution drops. At temperatures T 9 < 1 of particular interest in our work, the main energy loss mechanism is NES.
It is worthwhile to identify which specific nuclear scattering process is most important here. Since the rate hdE n =dti NES is proportional to the number density of scattering centers n j (see Table I ), the majority of energy loss through NES comes from the most abundant bulk particles j in the plasma. These are protons, particles at T 9 & 0:8, and also neutrons at high temperatures T 9 > 0:8. The respective partial loss rates due to the n-p NES, n-NES, and n-n NES processes are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 . These results are found with n-j scattering cross sections d nj =d taken from the ENDF [35] . Figure 3 shows temperature dependence of the partial loss rates on the TABLE I. The average rates of neutron energy losses hdE n =dti k due to the NES, MMI, and MMC mechanisms.
Mechanism
Expression for hdE n =dti k Ref. [34] a The summation is taken over bulk nucleons and nuclei with number density n j , mass m j , and unit-normalized velocity distribution function
, where is the cosine of angle between v n and v j . The quantity nj ð; uÞ is the differential cross section of n-j NES, where is the cosine of the scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame. b The quantity y e ¼ m e c 2 =T, n e ð¼ n e À þ n e þ Þ is the total number density of electrons and positrons, ð¼ 1=137Þ is the fine structure constant, and g n ð¼ À1:913Þ is the neutron magnetic moment. example of DT neutrons. Energy dependence of these rates at a moderate temperature T 9 ' 0:7 is presented in Fig. 4 . A peak seen in the n-NES curve in Fig. 4 is accounted for by the P 3=2 resonance behavior of n-scattering at E n ' 1 MeV [36] .
Summarizing the results, we can conclude that the dominant mechanism of fast neutron energy loss in the primordial plasma is NES off bulk protons. The next contribution to hdE n =dti NES at temperatures of our interest comes from elastic collisions of fast neutrons with bulk particles.
III. KINETIC MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we derive the kinetic equation for the slowing down and thermalization of fast neutrons generated in the primordial plasma. The nonrelativistic description of processes can be used because neutron energy E n ( m n c 2 and plasma temperature in the BBN epoch T < m e c 2 .
A. Basic equations
We start from an equation of evolution for the velocity distribution function of fast neutrons f n;fast ðv n ; tÞ @ @t f n;fast ðv n ; tÞ ¼ @f n;fast @t C À Lðv n ; tÞ þ Sðv n ; tÞ; (2) where ð@f n;fast =@tÞ C represents the scattering collision term, Lðv n ; tÞ is the loss rate due to nuclear reactions, and Sðv n ; tÞ is the source at an arbitrary time t.
Hereafter we omit for simplicity the subscript ''fast,'' drop the time variable t, and write down the terms in Eq. (2). The scattering collision term consists of in-and outscattering rates, i.e., ð@f n =@tÞ C ¼ Inðv n Þ À Outðv n Þ. Each rate is written in the Boltzmann integral form [37] 
where f j is the velocity distribution function of background ion species j (j ¼ p; ; . . .Þ. According to the results of Sec. II, at temperatures of our interest ðT 9 < 1Þ the interaction between neutrons and those with plasma electrons as well as positrons can be neglected, i.e., j Þ n, e À , e þ . Let us introduce the probability distribution function P which is defined for v n and v 0 n (neutron velocities after scattering) so that
and Sj is the cross section of neutron scattering off background species j. Consequently, the scattering rates are reduced to
The fast neutrons disappear in the plasma through absorption reactions by the background species. The loss rate is hence written in terms of the absorption cross sections The main sources to generate fast neutrons in the plasma are fusion reactions and close scattering collisions between bulk thermal neutrons and some energetic particles. Accordingly, the generation rate may be written as
Now we put the equations into more tractable form. Because of the cosmological principle of homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe (in the standard model), one can assume that velocity distributions of neutrons and other plasma species are isotropic. We use the neutron energy E n instead of velocity v n as an independent variable and adopt the neutron flux ÉðE n Þ defined by ÉðE n Þ ¼ v n f n ðE n Þ, where f n ðE n Þ is the neutron energy distribution function. The relation between f n ðE n Þ and the foregoing velocity distribution function is f n ðv n Þdv n ¼ f n ðv n Þ4v 2 n dv n ¼ f n ðE n ÞdE n . The probability distribution function PðE 0 n ! E n Þ for E n , scattered-neutron's energy, is also introduced. Its relation with the foregoing function is Pðv 0
Using these, first we rewrite Eq. (2) as 1
The components of the ''new'' scattering collision term ðv À1 n @É=@tÞ C are treated as follows:
where n j is the number density of background species j, and eff Sj ðE 0 n ! E n Þ is the differential scattering cross section averaged over the energy distribution of background species j, i.e.,
Similarly, the outscattering rate is modified as
where eff Sj ðE n Þ is the scattering cross section averaged over the thermal motion of target j
The loss rate is given by
where eff aj ðE n Þ is the thermal-motion average of the reaction cross section.
Combining these terms and using the total cross section
, we obtain the final form of the kinetic equation for fast neutron slowing down and thermalization
In Eq. (17) we have recovered the time variable t. However, in most cases, the neutron thermalization time n;th is much shorter than a typical time scale of plasma evolution in the BBN epoch (see, e.g., [16] ). This implies that the plasma temperature and density can be assumed to ''freeze out'' during the time needed for the slowing down and thermalization of fast neutrons. In such a case, we can make ''steady-state'' calculations to obtain the neutron velocity distribution function at each time step t n . The equation to be solved is hence
From this equation we can derive the energy distribution of fast neutrons at each time step in the BBN epoch. For accurate calculations, thermal-motion averaging of the cross sections is essential.
B. Fast neutron source
The source strength SðE n Þ consists of fusion and upscattering components. The rate due to a fusion reaction i þ j ! k þ n, for example, is given by [38] 
where Q is the reaction Q value, and T is the plasma temperature in energy units. The upscattering rate of bulk thermal neutrons due to close collisions of energetic particles (e.g., fast protons released in the D þ 3 He fusion reaction) is written in terms of their flux É k and appropriate differential scattering cross sections as
Here, we have defined eff Sn ðE 0 k ; E n Þ, the effective differential cross section for the energetic particle k with energy E 0 k to undergo a close scattering collision such that a thermal neutron is knocked into a unit energy width around E n . If the scattering is elastic, from energy conservation eff
k Þ, the flux of energetic charged particles. An appropriate kinetic equation to obtain É k ðE 0 k Þ is given, for example, in our previous paper [39] . There, the equation is being written for velocity distribution function f k ðv k Þ. The scattering collision term consists of the Fokker-Planck term treating small-angle Coulomb scattering and the Boltzmann integral for close collisions. An additional term is also included in the equation to allow for the particle loss from the ''confinement system.'' In this study, we omit this additional term and use the equation to calculate f k ðv k Þ.
C. Thermal-motion averaging of cross sections
The averaging procedure is somewhat complicated because the integrands in Eqs. (13) and (15) include relative speeds u 0 and u, respectively. To advance the integration operations, we return for a moment to the velocity representation.
The averaging technique is found in the literature on nuclear reactor theory [40] or neutron physics [41] . The basic formula for thermal-motion averaging of cross sections is
In evaluating, most of the texts neglect the energy dependence of the cross section; the energy-independent cross section S0j for a target at rest is used instead of Sj ðuÞ. In our case, however, such a treatment is not always valid, so the cross section (scattering, absorption) is operated as
where is the angle between v n and v j . From the relation
The energy-variable representation of Eq. (23) is given by
where m r is the reduced mass, and E r m r u 2 =2 is the relative energy. We defined E 
In a similar way, the thermal-motion averaging of the differential scattering cross section is written as
When the scattering is elastic, the probability distribution function P is given by [40] 
where gðv 0 n ; C Þ is the probability distribution function for the cosine of the scattering angle in the center-of-mass system. If the scattering is isotropic, then gðv 0 n ; C Þ ¼ 1=2. The upper and lower limits of the possible ''final'' speed v n are given by
where V G is the speed of the center of mass
The energy-variable representation of Eq. (26) is
The upper and lower limits of the inner integral are
The probability distribution function P is written as
where E n;maxðminÞ is the upper (lower) limit of possible final energy E n :
D. Numerical method
Equation (18) is solved numerically. There is no new feature in the numerical method itself, so we here describe only the outline of the method adopted, i.e., the ''multigroup method'' [40] . First, the neutron energy range of interest is divided into a finite number N of intervals separated by the energies E g , i.e. E N < E NÀ1 < Á Á Á < E g < E gÀ1 < Á Á Á < E 1 < E 0 . Then, the group-integrated flux and source are defined by
Integrating the energy-dependent equation (18) over the gth energy interval ½E g ; E gÀ1 , we obtain the multigroup equation,
where eff tj;g and eff Sj;h!g are ''group cross sections'' or ''group constants'' defined, respectively, by
E g eff tj ðE n ÞÉðE n ÞdE n ; (36)
Equation (35) is solved by iteration to obtain the group flux É g (g ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N). From É g we construct the distribution function of fast neutrons-f n;fast ðE n Þ.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section we calculate the realistic distribution function of plasma neutrons in the BBN epoch and examine its main characteristics. We also demonstrate how the non-Maxwellian perturbation of this distribution can change the rates of some neutron-induced reactions.
A. Neutron distribution function
In order to solve Eq. (18) one needs to specify processes most important for scattering, absorption, and generation of fast neutrons in the plasma. Having in mind the results of Sec. II, in the present calculations we allow for the neutron interaction with bulk protons and also particles. The respective n-p and n-total (or elastic) cross sections, tj (or Sj ), are taken from [35] . The fast neutron source S in Eq. (18) is a sum of fusion and upscattering terms. The fusion term S fus is mainly determined by the Tðd; nÞ 4 He and Dðd; nÞ 3 He reactions which are dominant neutron emitters in the BBN epoch (see Fig. 1 ). Energetic particles-the most appropriate candidates for contribution in the upscattering term S upscat -are 14.68-MeV protons released in the 3 Heðd; pÞ 4 He fusion reaction. Indeed, this reaction is an effective emitter of highly energetic protons and, besides, the kinematics of n-p elastic collisions provides favorable conditions for energy transfer from p (fast) to n (slow). Figure 5 presents these source strengths at plasma temperatures T 9 ¼ 0:9 and 0.1. The solid curves show S fus ðE n Þ for DT and DD neutrons. The shape of S fus has a Gaussian form with temperature-dependent width given by Eq. (19) . Note that the shape asymmetry, especially seen at T 9 ¼ 0:9, simply results from a logarithmic scale of energy axis. The dashed curves give S upscat ðE n Þ, the knock-on neutron source due to collisions between bulk neutrons and fast D 3 He protons. These curves are truncated at an energy point corresponding to the maximum kinetic energy gained by a bulk neutron in head-on backscattering by the 14.68-MeV proton. Thus, Fig. 5 shows that the main sources of neutrons with energy E n in excess of 1 MeV are the D þ T and D þ D reactions, while the n-p upscattering process essentially contributes to the production of neutrons with E n < 1 MeV. Now we consider the neutron energy distribution. The realistic (total) distribution function f n ðE n Þ of neutrons at a cosmic time t can reasonably be defined as f n ðE n Þ ¼ f n;fast ðE n Þ þ f n;bulk ðE n Þ; (38) where f n;fast is the fast neutron distribution introduced in Sec. III, while f n;bulk is the thermal distribution of bulk neutrons populating the primordial plasma at that time t. Note that one can discern two peaks in the realistic distribution tail located at energies corresponding to the birth energies of these reaction-produced particles. Figure 6 indicates that the non-Maxwellian perturbation of the neutron distribution function becomes more pronounced as the Universe expands and cools. It is also useful to plot a function y n ðE n Þ ¼ E n f n ðE n Þ. This function is easily reduced to y n ðE n Þ ¼ dn n =dðlnE n Þ and thus gives the ''spectral'' abundance of neutrons, i.e., the neutron abundance per log energy interval. As an example, Fig. 7 shows y n ðE n Þ for T 9 ¼ 0:7.
B. Nonthermal neutron parameters
In order to describe the obtained perturbation quantitatively, one needs to evaluate the number density n 0 n and the effective temperature T 0 n of nonthermal neutrons populating the non-Maxwellian distribution function tail.
The value of n 0 n is given by
where f tail n is the non-Maxwellian tail of the realistic neutron distribution and the integration limits E 1 and E 2 can easily be determined using Fig. 6 . The fraction of nonthermal neutrons in the total neutron component is 0 n ¼ n 0 n =n n . The dilution of n 0 n due to expansion can be factored out by using the reduced number density of nonthermal neutrons defined as n 0 n =n B , where n B is the baryon number density. The quantity n 0 n =n B is shown in Fig. 8 . We see that at T 9 ' 0:8 the nonthermal neutrons account for 2 Â 10 À7 of the total number of bound and free nucleons Nð¼ n; pÞ in the Universe. The fraction of nonthermal neutrons 0 n in percent is presented in Fig. 9 . The solid curve shows 0 n calculated in the present work. It has a steplike form and its ''plateau'' ranges within 10 À2 %-10 À3 %. The dotted curve gives 0 n found by an independent method, where the number density of nonthermal neutrons produced in the D þ T and D þ D reactions is estimated as n 0 n ¼ R DT Â n;th þ R DD Â n;th :
Here R ij is the i þ j reaction rate [see Eq. (43) in the next section] and n;th is the neutron thermalization time defined by FIG. 5 (color online). The source strength SðE n Þ of fast neutrons in the plasma at temperatures T 9 ¼ 0:9 and 0.1. Shown are the fusion and upscattering components, S fus and S upscat (see details in the text). 2 We briefly comment on the form of the neutron distribution tail. It is well known that when an infinite, homogeneous, hydrogenous medium contains sources emitting neutrons with the energy E 0 at a constant rate and when there is no absorption, the flux of moderated neutrons follows a 1=E n law [41] . Thus, in our case at energies below E 0 the neutron distribution function f n ðE n Þ becomes approximately proportional to E À3=2 n . A nearly linear form of nonthermal spectra seen in Fig. 6 (double log scale) reflects this fact.
where E 0 is the neutron birth energy in the respective reaction, and E th ¼ 3T=2 is the plasma thermal energy. It is seen that this method somewhat overestimates the nonthermal neutron fraction but reasonably reproduces its dependence on plasma temperature. Note that a similar steplike behavior of 0 n ðT 9 Þ was obtained in a kinetic analysis [17] .
For comparison, we also demonstrate in Fig. 9 Now we consider the effective temperature of nonthermal neutrons T 0 n . This temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of these neutrons hE n i, so it can reasonably be evaluated as
In Fig. 10 , the solid curve shows the calculated value of T 0 n versus the thermal particle (i.e., Universe) temperature T.
As seen, T 0 n reaches a high level of several MeV and exceeds T by a factor ranging within 70-300. It is possible to find constraints on the effective temperature T 0 n using the following simple consideration. The temperature of monochromatic 14.07-MeV DT neutrons, i.e., neutrons which do not undergo collisions with plasma particles, evaluated by Eq. (42) is T 1 ¼ 9:4 MeV. This case apparently is nonrealistic, but it reflects the upper temperature limit. When slowing down in the plasma, the average fractional energy loss E n of a neutron per elastic scattering collision (with a proton and/or an particle) is estimated to be 0.2-0.4 in the MeV energy range. Only a few collisions for the neutron is enough to become thermalized. Choosing the ''central'' value for E n ¼ 0:3, we find that the neutron loses most of the energy $90% after 3 collisions. As a result of these collisions, the monochromatic neutron temperature decreases from T 1 down to T 2 ¼ 0:8 MeV that approximately reflects the lower limit. As seen, the realistic value of T 0 n indeed lies in the T 1 -T 2 corridor. For comparison, the effective temperature of nonthermal D 3 He protons T 0 p is shown in Fig. 10 by the dashed curve. This temperature is essentially suppressed as the protons rapidly cool down due to interaction with thermal e AE (see details in [31] ). It is worthwhile to remind one that T 0 p is the most high temperature of reaction-produced charged particles (p, t, 3 He, ). This means that T 0 n essentially exceeds the temperature of any nonthermal as well as thermal plasma species. In view of this, an interesting question arises of whether or not the nonthermal neutron group could change the rates of individual n-induced reactions.
C. Nonthermal impact on reaction rates
First, we recall some definitions and expressions useful for evaluations of reaction rates. The rate R ij of nuclear reaction between plasma particles i and j is defined as
where ij is the Kronecker's delta, n i and n j are the number densities of reacting nuclei, and hvi ij is the i þ j reaction rate parameter (so called the i þ j reactivity). For the nonrelativistic i þ j process, the rate parameter is given by
where ij is the i þ j reaction cross section, and f k (k ¼ i, j) is the velocity distribution function of particles k having velocity v k in the laboratory frame. The function f k is normalized to the particle number density n k . After some algebra, Eq. (44) can be reduced to an expression convenient for numerical integration
where v k ¼ jv k j and v is the relative speed jv i À v j j. If particles i and j have Maxwellian distribution functions f i;M and f i;M with temperatures T i and T j , respectively, the i þ j reactivity takes the following densityindependent form
In these equations, m r is the reduced mass of these particles, E is their kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame, and T av is some average Maxwellian temperature. If both distributions have the same temperature T, then T av ¼ T and Eq. (46a) gives the classical formula for reactivity in a Maxwellian plasma. Equations (46) make it possible to simplify a description of nonthermal reactions by using a two-temperature Maxwellian (2TM) model for particle distribution functions [42] . In this model, the realistic distribution function of particles k is approximated by a superposition of two Maxwellian functions 
Here f k;M describes the behavior of bulk thermal particles with density n k;bulk and temperature T k;bulk ð T k Þ, while the function f 0 k;M is introduced to model the ensemble of nonthermal particles with some density n 0 k and temperature T 0 k > T k . Apparently, the total number density n k ¼ n k;bulk þ n 
where k ¼ n k;bulk =n k and 0 k ¼ n 0 k =n k are the fractions of bulk and nonthermal particles kð¼ i; jÞ in the total plasma k component, respectively. This formula shows the partial contributions to hvi ij resulting from bulk-bulk, fast-bulk, and fast-fast particle interactions. The subscript at each term (reactivity) on the right-hand side of Eq. (48) denotes the sort of reacting particles as bulk (b) or fast (f). All these reactivities are determined by Eqs. (46). Now we can examine how the non-Maxwellian tail of the realistic neutron distribution affects the rate parameters of individual n-induced reactions. In this connection, note that there is a difference between mechanisms of nonthermal impact on exoergic reactions induced by charged particles and neutrons. The cross sections of charged particle reactions usually increase with increasing energy, so fast particles can enhance the reaction rates. Contrariwise, the cross sections of exoergic neutronic processes commonly decrease with increasing neutron energy. These processes therefore are weakly sensitive to fast neutrons unless strong resonances appear in a high-energy region. At the same time however an increase of fast neutron population leads to a redistribution of the whole neutronic component, so that the amount of thermal neutrons-for which the reaction cross sections are large-somewhat decreases. Thus, such redistribution can cause a weakening of the respective rates of exoergic reactions. This specific effect however is unlikely to manifest in the BBN epoch because the evaluated fast neutron fraction 0 n proves to be rather small (see Fig. 9 ).
The most promising candidates to observe a clear signature of nonthermal neutron effects are endoergic (i.e., threshold) neutronic reactions. These reactions cannot proceed at energies below their thresholds E thr and should be strongly influenced by fast neutrons. Such processes having negative Q values-for example, n-induced breakup as well as various reverse reactions-widely occur in the BBN epoch. In the present work, we examine the influence of nonthermal neutrons on breakups of loosely bound D, 7 Li, and 7 Be nuclei synthesized in the primordial plasma. Such a choice of processes is partly motivated by recent speculations [31] showing that under certain conditions these disintegration reactions may in principle affect the abundances of primordial D and 7 Li. Thus, we consider the following two-body breakup reactions induced by neutrons:
The n þ D and n þ 7 Li reaction cross sections taken from ENDF [35] and JENDL [43] , respectively, are shown in Fig. 11 by the solid curves. The n þ 7 Be reaction cross section is unavailable in the literature and not plotted here. However, simple arguments [16] indicate that this cross section can be assumed to be close to that for the n þ 7 Li reaction. Although such assumption suffers from some inaccuracy at energies close to threshold E thr , this is not dramatic for our study as the near-threshold region does not contribute much to the n þ 7 Be reaction rate. The dotted curve in Fig. 11 shows the realistic neutron distribution function calculated at T 9 ¼ 0:9. As seen, the nonMaxwellian distribution tail overlaps the energy range where the considered reactions have sizable cross sections. So we may expect that the nonthermal neutrons populating this tail can significantly enhance the n þ X breakup reactions (X ¼ D, 7 Li, 7 Be).
This conjecture is well confirmed in Fig. 12 demonstrating the astrophysical rate coefficients for these reactions N A hvi nX , where N A is the Avogadro's number. The solid curves show N A hvi nX obtained for the realistic neutron energy distributions using Eq. (45). These realistic rate coefficients are compared with the Maxwellian ones N A hvi nX;M given in Fig. 12 by the dashed curves. It is clearly seen that the nonthermal neutrons strongly support the breakup reactions as the Universe cools down. Furthermore, the Maxwellian-based description of the   FIG. 11 (color online) . The solid curves show the cross sections of the n þ D ! n þ n þ p and n þ 7 Li ! n þ t þ breakup reactions as a function of incident neutron energy. The dotted curve presents the realistic neutron distribution function at the Universe temperature T 9 ¼ 0:9.
breakup reactivities proves to be fully useless at temperatures T 9 below some critical value T cr ' 1:2.
An interesting question is to what degree of accuracy the 2TM model could describe these reactions. In Fig. 13 , we approximate the realistic neutron distribution obtained at T 9 ¼ 0:7 by two Maxwellian functions presenting the ensembles of bulk and fast neutrons with parameters ( n , T n ) and ( 0 n , T 0 n ), respectively. Here n ¼ 1 À 0 n , T n ¼ T 9 (Universe temperature), while Figure 13 shows that the Maxwellian function cannot accurately reproduce the realistic distribution tail truncated at some energy close to the DT neutron birth energy. However, this local discrepancy may not dramatically affect some averaged quantities such as hvi. Assuming the target nuclei X ¼ D, 7 Li, 7 Be purely bulk ( X ¼ 1), one can easily reduce Eq. (48) to
The rate coefficients N A hvi nX;2TM are shown in Fig. 12 by open circles. We see that the 2TM model provides a remarkable description of the realistic rate coefficients.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have presented the first analysis of the realistic neutron component in the early Universe plasma during the BBN epoch. The respective energy distribution function of plasma neutrons has been calculated within the appropriate plasma-kinetic model. The main characteristics of this neutron component have been examined in detail. Briefly summarizing the results of our study, we conclude the following:
(1) Fast neutrons generated in the Tðd; nÞ 4 He and Dðd; nÞ 3 He reactions in the plasma cause the perturbation of the neutron distribution function, so that its high-energy tail is essentially enhanced and departs from a conventional Maxwellian function. The competing source of nonthermal neutron productiondue to elastic collisions of bulk neutrons with fast charged products of nuclear reactions-has been found to be not significant. It becomes important to the production of neutrons with energies only less than 1 MeV. (2) The fraction of nonthermal neutrons 0 n in the total neutron component in the plasma is at a level of 10 À2 %-10 À3 %. At the same time, their effective temperature T 0 n reaches several MeV and exceeds the Universe temperature in the BBN epoch by about 2 orders of magnitude. These neutron parameters have record values; they are much higher than the respective parameters ( 0 c , T 0 c ) for nonthermal charged particles cð¼ p; t; 3 He; Þ in the plasma. FIG . 12 (color online). The astrophysical rate coefficients for the n þ X breakup reactions (X ¼ D, 7 Li, 7 Be) as a function of the Universe temperature. Shown are the realistic rate coefficients N A hvi nX , the Maxwellian ones N A hvi nX;M , and the rate coefficient N A hvi nX;2TM estimated within the 2TM model. (3) The nonthermal neutron influence on some individual neutronic processes has been examined. On the example of the n þ X breakup reactions (X ¼ D, 7 Li, 7 Be), we have demonstrated that the nonthermal neutrons can strongly enhance the rates of endoergic processes. Furthermore, there is a critical plasma temperature T cr ' 1:2 below which the discrepancy between the realistic rate coefficients N A hvi nX and those obtained within the Maxwellian approximation N A hvi nX;M is so appreciable that the Maxwellian-based description of the breakup reactions becomes fully useless. (4) It has been shown that the 2TM model can serve as a convenient tool for a proper description of reactions involving non-Maxwellian particles, provided the number density and effective temperature of these particles are determined properly. This result is of particular methodical significance. An important question still remains-whether or not the nonthermal neutrons could affect reaction kinetics in the early Universe and change the predictions of standard BBN. A number of nonthermal forward as well as reverse reactions should be incorporated in the SBBN network. As for the nonthermal X breakups examined in the paper, their rates R nX;nonth prove to be lower than the thermal rates R iX;th for major competing reactions of X depletion: Dðd; nÞ 3 He, Dðd; pÞT, 7 Liðp; Þ 4 He, and 7 Beðn; pÞ 7 Li. It is found that for each target nucleus X the ratio R nX;nonth =R iX;th $ 10 À3 at maximum. At the same time, however, nonthermal neutrons can appreciably enhance some other reactions. A process of particular interest is d þ d ! n þ 3 He, for which the reverse 3 Heðn; dÞ reactivity can become almost comparable with the forward dðd; nÞ reactivity [32] . This may somewhat prevent D depletion and thereby cause an additional emission of neutrons predominantly via the resonant Tðd; nÞ reaction. The strength of this emission has not been examined yet. In this regard, it is worth noting that an injection of neutrons at a level of n=p $ 10 À5 was found to cause significant 7 Be destruction [44] . We address the study of SBBN predictions allowing for nonthermal reactions in a future publication.
